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2012



STRONG ENOUGH
Premiered in 2021



TOURING AS A 

SELF PRODUCING  
SOLO ARTIST



➤ Adaptable makes it viable 
➤ 28 countries + 7 languages 
➤ Arts Festival - Busking - Corporate -  

High Street - Schools - Variety shows 

Connect with more people 
Have more impact 
Have more work.

I TRY TO MAKE WORK  
THAT IS FOR EVERYONE  
+ FOR EVERYWHERE. 



➤ Comprehensive info pack 
➤ Dropbox folders for promo photos/vids 

+ docs you regularly send. 

➤ Gig Info Spreadsheet (info from emails)

ADMIN
SYSTEMS MAKE IT SUSTAINABLE

Holding it all together is a lot. 

Minimise admin time:



If you can work in more places, you can  
work more. Think through every step to  
make workload sustainable. 

➤ Ease of travel and setup 
➤ Surfaces + weather (TEST) 
➤ Crossover: Busking + Arts festival +  

High Street  

➤ Language (touring internationally) 

➤ Self operate with remote  
+ Budgeted for sound system. 

CONSTRAINTS AS FUEL FOR CREATIVITY 
LOGISTICS



➤ Fee + travel and accommodation 
➤ Hotel accom at least for night before 
➤ Quote milage cost (flexible) 
➤ Perdium (when offered) 
➤ Reductions for more than 2/3 days

PRICING



CREATION  
BUDGET
Most of my work was self funded.  
➤ Busking festivals to develop show 
➤ Mates rates + swaps for collaborators 

Funding has meant:  
➤ A creative team  
➤ Mentoring + explicit skill development  

to support future work 
➤ Enabled risks 



EMBEDDED 
ACCESS
Open the door to your work 
as wide as possible: specific needs 
as well as less confident audiences.  

➤ Easy Read / Visual Story 
➤ Relaxed performance  
➤ BSL Prep Pack 
➤ Visual + Audio clarity 
➤ Little door opening moments



AUTHENTIC 
ENGAGEMENT 
PROJECTS
What ways can people interact with  
your work beyond watching it? 
Does it come from the themes? 
The physical skills? You as an artist? 

Help people to give you work + 
Help your work to have it’s impact.



STRONG LADY PRODUCTIONS


